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Protective & Marine Coatings

Leading Innovations
As a leading coatings technology innovator, we are
continuously introducing new products to meet the

Your Asset Protection Partner

evolving needs of our customers.
Return to service faster with rapid
cure technologies.

Protective. As a worldwide leader in asset protection, SherwinWilliams Protective & Marine Coatings Division is committed to

Deter premature corrosion and extend service

developing and delivering innovative coating technologies and

life with edge retentive coatings that minimise the

unparalleled services to help you stay competitive within your

need to radius sharp edges where corrosion starts.

industry.

Minimise downtime and extend the painting
season with moisture tolerant coatings that can

FIRETEX® range, or high performance, anti-corrosive coatings

be applied over damp surfaces and in humid

solutions, our business is about protecting your business.

environments.

Consultative. As your partner, Sherwin-Williams NACE

Meet or exceed corporate sustainability goals
with our environmentally responsible products.

provide on-site support anywhere in the world. From bespoke

Reduce coating costs with high performing
your total solutions partner, supplying complete backup at all

technologies at lower dry film thickness (DTF).

stages of your project.
Comprehensive. We make it our mission to know

Global Solutions & Distribution

your business so that we can exceed your expectations.

Sherwin-Williams is committed to supply chain

Our customer-centric approach allows us to deliver the best,

excellence. Our dedicated team works to ensure that

most reliable and innovative products and services to our

we consistently achieve the benchmark of world class

partners. Throughout Europe, Africa and the Middle East we

supply chain performance. With vast and growing

focus teams on the Marine, Oil and Gas, Bridge and Highway,

distribution capabilities, we aim to deliver on time

Civil Infrastructure, and Mining industries, providing our

and in full, every time.

customers with the highest level of industry relevant expertise
and comprehensive support.

World Class Research & Development
Each year we invest in the development of technologies that
are more durable, more cost effective, more reliable, and
more environmentally responsible. On average, we spend
over 83,000 hours per year on product performance testing
alone. At our UK based FIRETEX® Test Centre, complete with
three state-of-the-art furnaces, our range of intumescent
coating systems are put through rigorous tests to ensure
optimal performance.

The Sherwin-Williams Company
The Sherwin-Williams Company was founded by Henry Sherwin and
Edward Williams in 1886. Today, we are a global leader in the development,
manufacture and sale of coatings and industrial related products with
approximately 33,000 employees and business in 116 countries.
We market our products under such well-known brands as Sherwin-Williams®, Krylon®,
FIRETEX®, Euronavy®, Ronseal®, Sayerlack® and Becker Acroma®. FIRETEX® brand
coatings, for example, have been used on more than 400 projects protecting offshore

Globally, we go to market through several channels, including more
than 4,000 company-owned paint store and branches, as well as
leading mass merchandisers, home centres, independent paint dealers,
hardware stores, automotive retailers, and industrial distributors.
With annual sales of $8.8 billion USD, we are the third largest coatings company in the
world, and the largest coatings manufacturer in the United States. In 2011, we acquired
UK based Leighs Paints, a company with 150 years experience in protective coatings.
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To learn more, visit us at
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